Oz the Wiz
- SCRIPT

by L. Frank Baum
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The Cyclone

One day a strange-looking cloud moved toward the little
Kansas farm where Dorothy lived with her aunt and uncle!

Dorothy: What is it, Aunt Em?
Aunt Em: O-o-oh! It's a cyclone --- heading right for our
house!

Dorothy was sitting on the doorstep with her little dog
Toto... She wondered at the cloud and the moaning sound it
made.

Uncle Henry: Quick! Get down in the cyclone cellar --both of you! I'll 'tend to the animals!

Just then Uncle Henry ran past the house, with a frightened
shout to Aunt Em! Dorothy wondered what a cyclone
would do!
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Aunt Em: Dorothy! Follow me --- as fast as you can!
Dorothy: All right, Aunt Em --- as soon as I catch Toto!

Aunt Em opened the trap door to the cyclone and cellar, and started down --- her voice
shaking with fright as she called ---

Aunt Em: Dorothy --- hurry!
Dorothy: Toto, you naughty dog! Come here!

But little Toto had become frightened, too, and jumped out of Dorothy’s arms! To catch
him, she crawled under the bed!

Dorothy: Ooooh! What is happening ? Ka-choo!
Toto: Ki-yi!

Suddenly the floor tilted, this way and that! Dust boiled up through the trap door in the
middle! Dorothy sneezed!

The house whirled slowly around as the cyclone carried it up, up, up into the air, above the
barns and Uncle Henry!

Dorothy: Don't be afraid, Toto! I have you!
Toto: Owooo!
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Somehow Toto slid into the open trap --- but he didn't fall far, because the air pressure of
the cyclone held him up!

Dorothy: There! You won't fall down there again!

When Dorothy slammed the trap door shut the howl of the fierce winds was not so loud:
but the room was quite dark!

Dorothy: There's nothing to do, Toto --- so we might as well go to bed!

Hour after hour passed, with no change in the strange twilight, and the gentle rocking of
the house in the cyclone's top!
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Dorothy: Ohhh!

Dorothy never knew how long she slept --- but she was awakened by a bump, as if the
house had dropped to earth!
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The Council
with the
Munchkins

Dorothy: Ohhh! This isn't Kansas! Where are we?
Toto: Rarf! Rarf!

Dorothy ran to the door... Outside was a country of marvelous beauty --- but so strange that Dorothy caught her
breath!

The Witch of the North: Welcome, Dorothy, to the country of the Munchkins, in the land of Oz!
Dorothy: Wh-where is that?

Stepping outside, Dorothy saw three funny little people approaching her, with friendly smiles on their faces!
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Dorothy: Who are you, please? And how did you know my name?
The Witch of the North: I knew because I am a witch --- the good witch of the north!

The little old lady explained that there had been four witches in the land of Oz: two good
and two wicked ones!

The Witch of the North: Now there is only one bad witch left --- you killed the other
one!
Dorothy: Oh, no! I didn't!

Dorothy was shocked at the good witch's words... She protested that she had never killed
anybody, and never wanted to!
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The Witch of the North: Well, your house killed her when it landed! Those are the feet
of the Wicked Witch of the east!

She was even more shocked when she turned and saw two silver slippers sticking out from
under the house!

The Witch of the North: We are all grateful that she is dead! What can we do to help
you, in return, Dorothy?
Dorothy: Oh! Oh, please help me get home to Kansas!

Dorothy was suddenly very, very homesick, and she blurted out the first thought that
came into her mind!

The Witch of the North: Hmmmm! Let me think... Of course, I can't send you back to
Kansas...

The good witch spun her cap on her nose, and explained that she had no power outside of
the land of Oz, but ---
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The Witch of the North: Go to the emerald city, and ask the great Wizard of Oz!
Munchkin 1: Yes!
Munchkin 2: Yes!
Munchkin 3: Yes!

If anybody had power to send Dorothy back to Kansas, that would be the Wizard of Oz --if he felt like it!

Dorothy: But where --- ?
The Witch of the North: That yellow brick highway will take you to the emerald city --and Oz!

Dorothy had not noticed the road paved with yellow brick, until the good witch of the
north pointed it out to her!

The Witch of the North: And now I will leave you with a parting gift, Dorothy!

Swiftly the good witch leaned forward and planted a kiss that made Dorothy tingle pleasantly, through and through.

The Witch of the North: My kiss protects from hurt and harm! Good-bye!
Munchkin 1: Good-bye!
Munchkin 2: Good-bye!
Munchkin 3: Take the silver shoes!
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Whirling around like a top, the good witch faded quickly into thin air --- which, somehow,
was just what Dorothy had expected!

Dorothy: Why, there's nothing but the shoes left!

Dorothy looked around for the Wicked Witch's silver shoes --- and found them empty!
Their owner had dried up and blown away!

Dorothy: They fit me --- perfectly!

After trying on the silver shoes, Dorothy decided that they would be better for a long trip
than her old worn ones!
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3

The
Scarecrow

Dorothy: I'd like to know how far it is to the emerald city,
wouldn't you, Toto ?
Toto: Wuﬀ!

Dorothy Packed a lunch in a basket, and started out, wearing her very best blue and white checked dress!

Scarecrow: Hello! Could you help me get down ?
Dorothy: Wh-what?

She had walked for a mile or more, when she heard a soft
voice calling to her... She looked up and saw a Scarecrow!
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Dorothy: I - I thought I heard you speak! But you're only a Scarecrow !
Scarecrow: Of course! But I need some help.

The Scarecrow said he would be much more comfortable if Dorothy would take away the
pole that held him up!

Scarecrow: Thank you! There's only one other thing I need to make me completely
happy - brains!
Dorothy: Oh?

At first Dorothy was so amazed to see a Scarecrow stand up and hear him talk, that she
hardly realized what he was saying!
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Dorothy: You said you needed brains ?
Scarecrow: Yes! When they made me they filled my head with straw!

The Scarecrow explained that he never would know anything unless he could find some
real brains to put into his head!

Dorothy: I have an idea! You see, I am going to the emerald city ---

Dorothy had a sudden, wonderful thought: perhaps the Wizard of Oz could give the Scarecrow some real brains!

Tin Woodman: Mmmmmh!
Scarecrow: Why --- that sounded like --- like someone groaning!

The Scarecrow was delighted with Dorothy's idea, and walked happily along, until a
strange moan came out of the forest!
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